
Date: ________________________________     Class: 5/__ 

Unit 4.1      Dear Mrs. LaRue 

Vocabulary Words 

WORDS 
PART OF 

SPEECH 
DEFINITIONS 

risks 
 dangers; chances of harm or loss  

* Many sports involve risks. 

obedience 

 following orders; behaving properly and 

respectfully as asked 

* Children should learn obedience and respect. 

appreciated 

 

 

 was grateful; understood the value of 

something 

* My teacher appreciated when I helped my 

friend. 

misunderstood 
       did not understand 

* She misunderstood what I said. 

bluffing 
 pretending to have something 

* Bluffing is easy, but we should tell the truth. 

endured 
       suffered through 

* My baby sister endured the pain of injection. 

desperate 
 almost without hope  

* Sara was desperate to buy new iPhone. 

neglected 
 ignored; forgot or failed to do something 

* I neglected to do my homework. 

  

 



Date: ________________________________     Class: 5/__ 

                          Dear Mrs.LaRue  

Unit 4.1 Vocabulary Worksheet 

A/ Complete the sentences using the words from the box:  

 

1- The cats were ________________ and starving. 

2- She was __________________ to buy the new iPhone. 

3- My baby sister ______________ the pain of injection. 

4- She ____________________ what the teacher said. 

B/ Match the words with its picture: 

1) risks  A) 

2) appreciated  B)     

3) obedience  C)      

C/Choose appropriate meaning for the given vocabulary words: 

1 – bluffing    

  a) ignored         b) dangers    c) pretending to have something 

2 – misunderstood    

  a) suffered through      b) did not understand    c) dangers 

 

 

 

endured    neglected    desperate    misunderstood     

 



Date: ________________________________     Class: 5/__ 

Unit 4.3   The Power of Oil 

Vocabulary Words 

WORDS PART OF SPEECH DEFINITIONS 

globe 
 earth, ball-shaped map of earth 

* We use globe in our social studies class. 

decayed 

 rotted, decomposed 

* Bad smell comes from the animals that 

have decayed. 

electrical 

 dealing with electricity 

* We use many electrical machines 

nowadays. 

fuels 

 substances burned to make heat 

or power 

* Wood, coal, oil, petrol, and gas are all 

different kinds of fuels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Date: ________________________________     Class: 5/__ 

The Power of Oil 

Unit 4.3 Vocabulary Worksheet 

A/ Complete the sentences using the words from the box:  

 

 

1-She removed her ____________________ tooth. 

2- My wish is to travel round the ___________________. 

3- Petrol is one of the ______________ we use every day. 

4- We use ___________________ energy in our homes. 

B/ Match the words with its picture: 

1) decayed  A) 

2) fuels  B) 

3) electrical  C) 

4) globe  D) 

C/ Make a sentence using the word: 

globe __________________________________________ 

 

decayed ________________________________________ 

 

fuels   globe   decayed    electrical 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Date: ________________________________     Class: 5/__ 

Unit 4.5      At Home in the Coral Reef 

Vocabulary Words 

 

 

 

 

WORDS 
PART OF 

SPEECH 
DEFINITIONS 

reef 

 ridge of sand, rock, or coral under the 

ocean 

*The ship was thrown on a reef. 

coral 

 hard substance made of the skeletons of 

tiny sea animals 

*We saw pink coral when we went snorkeling. 

brittle 
 easily broken 

* The chair was old and brittle. 

suburbs 
 areas with homes and stores near a city 

* My aunt lives in suburbs. 

current 

 water moving in one direction 

*We should be careful of the dangerous current 

near beach.  

partnership 
 two people or things working together 

*My friends and I worked in partnership.  

eventually 
               finally 

*After a long race, he eventually won.  



 

Date: ________________________________     Class:5/__ 

                      At Home in the Coral Reef  

Unit 4.5 Vocabulary Worksheet 

A/ Complete the sentences using the words from the box: 

 

 

1- Our efforts will _____________________ be successful. 

2- Not many people live in __________________. 

3- Ali has a ___________________ in his business. 

4- The lifeguards warned the swimmers of the strong ________________. 

5- We saw many shapes of ____________ on the _____________. 

6- The branches of tree are dry and _________________. 

B/Match the words with its picture: 

1) current  A) 

2) partnership  B) 

3) brittle  C) 

C/Choose appropriate meaning for the given vocabulary words: 

1 – eventually    
 a) finally      b) easily broken    c) water moving in one direction 

 

2 – brittle    
  a) two people working together         b) finally        c) easily broken 

 

current   reef   partnership   coral   brittle   eventually   suburbs 

 



Date: ________________________________     Class: 5/__ 

Unit 5.1      Because of Winn-Dixie 

Vocabulary Words 

WORDS PART OF SPEECH DEFINITIONS 

snuffled 
 sniffed loudly 

*The baby snuffled in his sleep. 

selecting 
 choosing 

*I like selecting gifts for my family. 

positive 
 sure, certain 

* I am positive that I gave her my book. 

consisted 

 made up of, contained 

*The lunch offer consisted of soup, salad, 

chicken, and juice. 

peculiar 
 strange, unusual 

*There is a peculiar smell in the kitchen.  

advanced 

 at a high level, ahead of others 

* After playing for years, I signed up for 

advanced tennis lessons. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Date: ________________________________     Class:5/__ 

Because of Winn-Dixie 

Unit 5.1   Vocabulary Worksheet 

A/ Complete the sentences using the words from the box: 

 

 

1- He was smart, more __________________ than an average boy. 

2- There was a _________________ sound I heard near the tree. 

3- My choices at the library always _________________ of science books. 

4- My mother was _______________ that I will win the competition. 

5- My sister and I were _____________ the dress for the party. 

B/ Match the words with its picture: 

1) advanced  A) 

2) selecting  B) 

3) positive  C) 

4) consisted  D) 

C/Make a sentence using any one of the vocabulary words: 

______________________________________________ 

 

consisted   selecting   advanced    positive    peculiar      

 



Date: ________________________________     Class:5 /__ 

Unit 5.3      Exploring the Undersea Territory 

Vocabulary Words 

WORDS PART OF SPEECH DEFINITIONS 

vessels 

 ships or large boats 

*The vessels will reach the port 

tomorrow. 

valuable 

 worth lot of money, priceless, 

important 

* She is wearing a valuable ring. 

period 
 length of time, span 

* She was in hospital for a long period. 

documenting 

 recording or writing down an item 

or event 

*Scientists are documenting life in oceans 

and lakes. 

estimated 

 guessed, approximated 

* We estimated our journey will be for 2 

hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Date: ________________________________     Class:5/__ 

Exploring the Undersea Territory 

Unit 5.3   Vocabulary Worksheet 

A/ Complete the sentences using the words from the box: 

 

 

1- He wrote a book _______________________ his school life. 

2- Many explorers are looking for gold and other ______________ objects. 

3- It is ____________________ that the project will last four years.  

4- Her reading improved in a short _________________. 

5- The _____________ sailed down the coast of Australia. 

B/Match the words with its picture: 

1) documenting  A) 

2) vessels  B) 

3) valuable  C) 

C/Choose appropriate meaning for the given vocabulary words: 

1 – estimated     

       a) worth lot of money       b) guessed            c) ships 

2- period 

      a) ships             b) worth lot of money   c) length of time 

 

estimated      period      documenting     valuable     vessels   

 



Date: ________________________________     Class:5/__ 

Unit 5.4      Me and Uncle Romie 

Vocabulary Words 

WORDS 
PART OF 

SPEECH 
DEFINITIONS 

barbecue 
 a meal cooked outdoors over an open fire 

*We are having barbecue party this weekend. 

skyscrapers 
 very tall buildings 

* You must go to big cities to see the skyscrapers.  

swarms 
 large group of people or animals 

* Swarms of people rushed to the beach. 

flicked 
 hit or moved with a quick movement 

* The horse flicked its tail to move away the flies. 

collage 

 picture made by pasting paper, fabric, 

or metal on a surface 

* We cut pictures from old greeting cards to 

make a holiday collage.  

strutting 
 walking proudly 

*He started strutting around the room. 

glorious 
 full of beauty and wonder 

*We saw a glorious sunset at the beach. 

 

  

  



Date: ________________________________     Class:5/__ 

Me and Uncle Romie 

Unit 5.4 Vocabulary Worksheet 

A/ Complete the sentences using the words from the box: 

 

 

1-There are ____________ of bees in the tree. 

2- The princess was ___________________ in her _____________ gown. 

3- I like to collect the pictures of famous _____________________. 

4- We __________________ often during winter. 

5-The children made a ______________ of postcards. 

B/ Match the words with its picture: 

1) strutting  A) 

2) swarms 

 

 B) 

3) skyscrapers  C) 

4) barbecue  D) 

C/Make a sentence using the word: 

 

glorious ________________________________________ 

 

flicked   _______________________________________ 

 

skyscrapers     glorious   barbecue    swarms    strutting   collage 


